Nanoscale Optical Electrometer
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We propose and demonstrate an all-optical approach to single-electron sensing using the optical transitions of a semiconductor quantum dot. The measured electric-field sensitivity of 5 (V/m)/Hz corresponds to detecting a single electron located 5 µm from the quantum dot—nearly 10 times greater than the diffraction limited spot size of the excitation laser—in 1 s. The quantum-dot-based electrometer is more sensitive than other devices operating at a temperature of 4.2 K or higher and further offers suppressed backaction on the measured system.
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Self-assembled semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) show remarkable optical and spin coherence properties, which have led to a concerted research effort examining their potential as a quantum bit for quantum information science [1–6]. We present an alternative application for such devices, exploiting recent achievements of charge occupation control and the spectral tunability of the optical emission of QDs by electric fields [7,8] to demonstrate high-sensitivity electric-field measurement. In contrast to existing nanometer-scale electric-field sensors, such as single-electron transistors [9–12] and mechanical resonators [13,14], our approach relies on homodyning light resonantly Rayleigh scattered from a QD transition with the excitation laser and phase-sensitive lock-in detection. The homodyne signal, in combination with the lock-in electronics, offers static and transient field detection ability, high bandwidth operation, and near-unity quantum efficiency, where each laser photon that interacts with the quantum dot contributes to the sensor signal.

The electric-field dependence of QDs originates from an inherent displacement of the confined electron and hole wave functions. The displacement (~0.5 nm) generates a nonzero permanent exciton dipole moment [15] which leads to a linear Stark shift ~a n · E of the transition under an applied electric field E (a is the permanent dipole moment, and n is the QD growth direction). Figure 1(a) presents a schematic of our QD sensor concept. A single electron generates an electric field at the location of the QD that is monitored via resonant light scattering. An example of the response to a single, proximal electron is shown in Fig. 1(b). The device consists of 2 vertically stacked InAs QDs embedded in a Schottky diode separated by 13 nm [16]. In this structure, asymmetric exchange coupling of the charges allowed for the measurement of the spin of a resident electron in one QD by the optical transitions of the other QD [17]. In the regime where there is no tunnel coupling, the neighboring QD optical transitions are not spin-sensitive but are responsive to electric charge. The top panel of Fig. 1(b) shows the absorption resonance of QD2 when QD1 is uncharged, and the bottom panel shows the QD2 absorption resonance when a single electron is loaded into QD1 (but not QD2). The spectral shift (~18 times the transition linewidth) is a manifestation of single-electron charge sensing [18] arising from the linear Stark effect. To quantify the linear Stark effect, the absorption resonance of a single QD, in a second device [16], is monitored as a function of an externally applied electric field in Fig. 1(c). The absorption resonance slope determines a linear Stark shift coefficient a of 0.028 MHz/m/V characterizing this QD transition’s electric-field response.

Building off the previous, in this Letter, we demonstrate theoretical and operational electric-field sensitivity limits of a single QD device. Our approach relies on the interference of the excitation laser with the QD transition forward and backward scattered light and modulation spectroscopy, i.e., differential transmission (DT) and reflection (DR) [19,20]. Application of a sublinewidth gate voltage modulation across the device and a lock-in amplifier-based detection of the absorptive DT (dispersive DR) signals isolates the local static (transient) electric-field component in the DT (DR) signal. Figure 2 schematically illustrates the sensor operating principle. The sublinewidth modulation allows the excitation laser to sample, in each lock-in period, symmetric (antisymmetric) points in the absorptive DT (dispersive DR) line shape. This coordinated sampling and the 180° phase shift imparted to voltage values reported by the phase-sensitive lock-in in each half-period results in a device sensitive only to static (transient) electric fields.
Our detection approach is limited fundamentally by the optical theorem which relates the maximum amount of resonance fluorescence to the transition’s radiative lifetime. It achieves unit quantum efficiency since every photon scattered leads to DT or DR signal. The rate of photons incident on the QD is given by the rate of photons incident on the detector in the absence of the QD scaled by $p = \frac{4}{3} n^2 (NA)^2$, with a Rabi frequency

$$\Omega = \sqrt{\frac{\gamma_{sp} \gamma p}{\hbar \omega}}$$

where $n$ is the refractive index, NA the lensing system numerical aperture, $P$ the laser power, $\omega$ the laser frequency, and $\gamma_{sp}$ the spontaneous emission rate. Assuming a Lorentzian line shape for the underlying transition with a linewidth $\Gamma$, the rate of photons incident on the detector is

$$\dot{n} = \frac{\Omega^2}{\gamma_{sp}} \left( p - \frac{2 \gamma_{sp} \Gamma}{\Delta^2 + \Gamma^2 + 4 \Omega^2 \Gamma / \gamma_{sp}} \right).$$

where $\Delta$ is the electric-field-dependent spectral detuning of the laser from the QD transition. The corresponding shot noise is $\sqrt{n} \dot{n}$, so the signal-to-noise improves by the square root of averaging time, leading to our electric-field sensitivity of

$$\eta = e^{-1/2} \alpha^{-1} \frac{1}{\gamma_{sp} \Delta}. \quad (3)$$

This is optimal for $\Delta = \Gamma / \sqrt{2}$ and $\Omega = \sqrt{\gamma_{sp} \Gamma / 8}$, giving

$$\eta_0 = e^{-1/2} \alpha^{-1} \frac{4 \Gamma^3 / 2}{\gamma_{sp}}.$$ \quad (4)

For our experimental parameters, the best attainable sensitivity is $\sim 0.5 \text{ (V/m)/\sqrt{Hz}}$, which corresponds to detecting a single electron at a distance of 16 $\mu$m in 1 s. Since the local electric field is measured via light scattering, the sensor bandwidth is limited fundamentally by the exciton transition spontaneous emission rate $\gamma_{sp}$ ($\sim 1$ GHz).

We next characterize the QD device as a static electric-field sensor. A trace of the mean DT signal is presented in Fig. 3(a) when the transition is driven slightly above saturation and the square wave modulation peak-to-peak voltage amplitude is 1 mV, corresponding to 0.14 GHz on the abscissa. In Fig. 3(a) the mean DT signal variation around the resonance—the dc sensor operating point (orange diamond)—as compared to frequency shifts greater than $\pm 0.25$ GHz. Figure 3(b) displays the standard deviation of the time traces, recorded at the 3 spectral locations identified in Fig. 3(a), as the measurement time constant is increased. Measurements performed away from the resonance (0.75 GHz laser detuning) in Fig. 3(b) display that the resulting noise (open blue circles) reduces to the square root of the averaging time (black line in the inset), as expected from white noise within our measurement bandwidth. The same behavior is observed when the laser is detuned 0.25 GHz from the resonance (open red squares), where, as can be seen in Fig. 3(a), the static electric-field dependence is expected to be suppressed while still detecting DT signal. However, on the resonance, the noise behavior deviates from the square-root dependence on measurement time, indicating a departure from white noise towards 1/$f$-type noise. This behavior, arising from charge dynamics in the QD environment, is interesting and will be further studied elsewhere. To quantify the dc field sensitivity, we follow Eq. (2) and divide the measured system noise, at 0.75 GHz detuning, by the slope of the mean DT signal at the sensor operating point (orange diamond in Fig. 3(a)). Figure 3(c) presents the laser power dependence of the electric-field sensitivity, $\eta$, as predicted by Eqs. (2) and (3). In this plot, larger values of the sensitivity $\eta$ correspond to an operation point that requires larger external fields to generate a sensor response, i.e., poorer performance. We find the sensor is most sensitive at 1.5 nW excitation laser power, which corresponds to saturation ($\Omega \sim \Gamma$) marking the optimum operating excitation laser power for the sensor. A sensitivity of 5 (V/m)/$\sqrt{Hz}$ is obtained across a 100 MHz window around the operating point for the data in Fig. 3(a). This level of electric-field sensitivity corresponds to the experimental ability to distinguish the electric field generated by a single electron.
located $\sim 5 \, \mu m$ away from the device in 1 s, well outside the optically accessed volume in our current device. This sensitivity is not fundamentally limited and depends strongly on the Stark coefficient $\alpha$, as is evident in Eq. (4). An improved sensitivity of $0.95 \, (V/m)/\sqrt{Hz}$ was obtained on another QD with a larger Stark coefficient (not shown). To characterize the QD transient (ac) electric-field sensing performance, we use the DR signal. Figure 4(a)
displays the measured DR signal with a small, subline-width voltage modulation. The deviation of the line shape from the second derivative of an ideal Lorentzian originates from the phase between the laser and the Rayleigh scattered light, as determined by the distance between the QD and the top surface of the sample. Figure 4(b) presents fixed gate voltage DR spectroscopy of the QD transition for a range of voltage modulation amplitudes ($V_{pk-pk}$). We identify the operating modulation peak-to-peak amplitude by analyzing the DR line cut (inset) in Fig. 4(b) (solid vertical black line). The arrow indicates the 2-mV operating amplitude, which provides the gradient sensitive to an oscillatory field at the lock-in frequency. Since the sensor is only responsive to a transient electric field at the lock-in frequency, it is necessary to repeat the measurement as a function of lock-in frequency to build the full transient field spectrum. In Fig. 4(c), similar to the analysis presented in Fig. 3(b), the noise follows the square-root...
dependence on measurement time when the voltage modulation is outside the electric-field sensitive high-gradient regime (point-down blue open triangles). The noise behavior also exhibits a deviation in the field sensitive region (point-up red triangles) similar to the dc sensor (open orange diamonds). This is a direct outcome of suppressed (by a factor of 3) but not fully rejected low frequency charge dynamics discussed above. One advantage of our ability to simultaneously record the DR and DT signals is that residual coupling of low frequency signals can be subtracted from the DR signal, electronically allowing further noise rejection for the ac sensor.

Determination of the ac electrometer’s sensitivity \( \eta \) is accomplished by exposing our device to an external (weak) sinusoidal field for a range of amplitudes and frequencies. The laser is tuned to resonance and fixed to saturation power. Panel I of Fig. 4(d) plots the mean DR signal, as the modulation amplitude of the additional field is varied (the additional field frequency is equal to the lock-in frequency; to measure a different transient field frequency, the lock-in frequency needs to be changed). The mean DR signal and its derivative (panel II) are used to calculate the sensitivity in panel III in accordance with Eq. (3) using the noise level obtained in the absence of residual dc coupling. The measured sensitivity \( \eta \), 140 (V/m)/\( \sqrt{\text{Hz}} \), depends on the modulation amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage and it reduces to 14 (V/m)/\( \sqrt{\text{Hz}} \) for an input sinusoidal field amplitude of 1.5 mV due to the nonlinear gradient of this transition response [panel III of Fig. 4(d)]. A wavelength-optimized distance between the QD and the top surface should provide a more linear response, whereby the sensitivity would be input-amplitude independent. For our system, we find a sensitivity of 140 (V/m)/\( \sqrt{\text{Hz}} \) for an electric field oscillating at 1.908 kHz with a resolution of 10 Hz determined solely by the lock-in electronics.

The measured sensitivity of our device, comparable to the single-electron transistor, corresponds to detecting a single electron at a distance of 5 nm from the QD in 1 s. The ability to detect electron dynamics occurring outside of the optically probed volume enables our device to be used to monitor the charge occupancy of target structures, such as lateral QDs or Cooper pairs in a superconducting qubit, without altering their operational conditions, i.e., without perturbation from the excitation laser. Also, the QD detection ability does not depend on the overall electric field through a volume, as it might in a capacitive detector, but only on the field at the location of the QD confined to 20 nm. Thus, our device is best applied for situations with high electric-field densities but low total electrical energy. Further, the main back action of our device on the electron being detected originates only from the residual dipolar field due to the strongly confined charge neutral exciton; therefore, our system is considerably (already around 1000-fold at a distance of 1 \( \mu \text{m} \)) less invasive than devices relying on charge transport alone. Conditional on reasonable sample structure technical improvements and improved light extraction efficiency [21], our system has the potential to surpass the current state-of-the-art single-electron-transistor electrometer. Finally, our system can also operate as a magnetometer [22–25] via the linear Zeeman shift of 30 GHz/T for the QD transition, yielding a sensitivity of \( \sim 5 \times 10^{-6} \text{T}/\text{Hz} \).
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